
Announcements 
Book offers It helps BB's finances if you order these books from us: 

Bill Oddie's Little Black Bird Book (Eyre Methuen) £4.95 post free. 
Birdwatcher's Yearbook 1981 (Buckingham Press) £5.45 (£4.95 + 50p p & p). 

If you order more than one title, please write your orders for each book on 
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a separate sheet. We will pass your orders on to the respective publishers, 
who will send the books to you by post. Orders and cheques or postal orders 
(payable to British Birds Ltd) to: BB Book Offers, Fountains, Park Lane, 
Blunham, Bedford MK44 3NJ. 

Young Ornithologists of the Year, 1980 
Judging of this annual competition, run by the 
YOG and sponsored by British Birds, has just 
taken place. Entrants had to maintain and 
submit a three-month record of the birds they 
observed in a defined area, provide a sum
mary of these observations, and answer a quiz to test their ornithological 
knowledge. The winners and runners-up in the three age-groups were: 
Over 12 years 
1st Carol Longton (14) of Leyland, Lancashire 
2nd Sean O. Donnell (16) of Maidstone, Kent 
3rd Nigel J . Willby (13) of New Eltham, London 
10-12 years 
1st Claire Dent (12) of Norwich, Norfolk 
2nd Garth Ennis (10) of Holywood, Co. Down 
3rd Sarah Davies (12) ofColnbrook, Buckinghamshire 
9 years and under 
1st Paul Chapman (9) of Carlisle, Cumbria 
2nd Patrick C. VV. Hawkesmith (9) of Cambridge 
3rd Owen Leyshon (9) of Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan 

The judges, Dr J. T. R. Sharrock and Peter Holden, have commented 
that they hope that the high standard and number of entries will be 
maintained in future years. Notebooks that have clearly been written up 
immediately after each observation will always rate very highly, as will 
attempts to draw observed behaviour (even a bad original drawing is far 
preferable to a copied drawing or a picture cut from a magazine). 

Carol Longton, Claire Dent and Paul Chapman will receive their prizes 
(a total of £100-worth of books and free subscriptions to British Birds) at a 
special presentation at The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire. 

Sponsored by 

* % * « # 

_ JBird -Photograph 
of the Year 

The closing date for entries is 31st January 1981. Photographers may-
submit up to three colour-transparencies taken during 1980. The judges 
will assess entries on scientific interest and originality as well as technical 
photographic excellence. Preference will be given to photographs taken in 
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Britain or Ireland, but those of species on the British and Irish list taken 
elsewhere are also eligible. A brief account (not more than 200 words) 
should be enclosed with each, giving the circumstances in which obtained, 
the method used, technical details (focal length of lens and make of camera 
and film), locality, date and photographer's name and address. 
Transparencies will be returned only if accompanied by a suitable stamped 
and addressed envelope. 

The award of a Red Grouse trophy and cheque for £ 100 will be presented 
to the winning photographer at a London Press Reception in late spring 
1981. Transparencies should be clearly marked 'Bird Photograph of the 
Year' and sent to the editorial office at Fountains, Park Lane, Blunham, 
Bedford MK44 3NJ. 
Best recent black-and-white bird-photographs The closing date for 
submission of prints for the twenty-second annual selection is 31st March 
1981. Photographers may submit as many black-and-white prints as they 
wish. The following details should be written on the back of each print: 
photographer's name and address, species, county (or country, if taken 
abroad), month, year, and technical details, such as make and size of 
camera, make and focal length of lens, type of film material, exposure and 
approximate distance from the subject. Prints will be retained in the 
editorial office as part of the reference collection and for possible future use 
in the journal unless a request for return is noted on the back of each print 
and a suitable stamped and addressed envelope is supplied. Entries should 
be addressed to 'Best recent work', Fountains, Park Lane, Blunham, 
Bedford MK44 3NJ. 

Postal auction of cover design The original, unframed drawing of this 
month's cover design will be sold to the reader who sends the highest postal 
(or telegram) bid received by the last day of this month (unless no bid 
reaches the artist's reserve price). The person making the highest bid will be 
informed and will be expected to supply, by return post, a cheque/PO for 
the sum bid, plus postage. In.previous months, successful bids have varied 
from £10 to £100. The artist will receive 80% and British Birds will retain 
20%. Send your name, address and telephone number and your bid (no 
money at this stage) to Cover Bid, Fountains, Park Lane, Blunham, 
Bedford MK44 3NJ. 

Bird Illustrator of the Year Amateur and 
professional artists are invited to submit four 
line-drawings suitable for reproduction in 
British Birds (pen-and-ink or scraperboard, but 
not pencil or wash). The subjects should be 
birds recorded in the west Palearctic (Europe, 
North Africa and the Middle East). Exact size is 
important: drawings will be published at the 
following sizes: (width X depth in cm): 12.2 X 13.7, 10.9 X 4.6 and 5.3 X 
4.0, but those submitted should be 'half-up' (IY2 times) or double these 
dimensions. Each set of four drawings should include at least one of each of 
the three sizes. Entries will be judged as sets. The announcement of the 
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1979 winners (Brit. Birds 72: 403-409) included suggestions intended to help 
future entrants. 

The judging panel will consist of two members of the Society of Wildlife 
Artists, Dr Eric Ennion and Robert Gillmor, and the managing editor of 
British Birds, Dr J. T. R. Sharrock. 

The winner will receive £75 and an inscribed salver, and the two runners-
up will receive £40 and £25. All three artists will also be invited to attend the 
award presentation at a Press Reception at The Mall Galleries in London, 
where a selection of the drawings will be on display. Artists whose work is 
displayed will also be welcome to attend the reception, which in previous 
years has provided a very happy occasion for meeting many of our top bird 
artists. The winners' entries will also be displayed subsequently in the 
annual exhibition of the Society of Wildlife Artists at The Mall Gallery. 

Entries will remain the copyright of the artists, but are accepted on the 
understanding that they may be reproduced free in or on the cover of British 
Birds. If accompanied by a suitable stamped and addressed envelope, all 
drawings will be returned to the artists, but any selected for possible use in 
British Birds may be retained for up to 12 months after the award 
presentation. 

Each drawing must be marked clearly on the back with the artist's name 
and address (and date of birth if aged under 21, see 'The Richard 
Richardson Award', below), the identity of the species and any other 
relevant information about the illustration. The closing date will be 31st 
March 1981 (not May as in previous years); the set of four drawings should 
be sent to 'Bird Illustrator of the Year', Fountains, Park Lane, Blunham, 
Bedford MK44 3NJ. 

The Richard Richardson Award To encourage young, up-and-coming 
bird artists, a special award (a cheque and a book to the total value of £50) 
will be presented for the best work submitted for the 'Bird Illustrator of the 
Year' competition (see above) by an artist aged under 21 years on 31st 
March 1981. The winner's entries will be displayed in the annual exhibition 
of the Society of Wildlife Artists at the Mall Gallery. This award is in 
memory of the famous Norfolk ornithologist and bird-artist, the late R. A. 
Richardson. The rules for entry are exactly the same as for 'Bird Illustrator 
of the Year' and entries by persons under 21 will automatically be 
considered for both awards. 

YOC/BB Roving Tit Flocks Enquiry This enquiry covers the period 1st 
August 1980 to 28th February 1981 (see Brit. Birds 73: 267 or 486). Reports 
should be sent in during March. 




